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Abstract The paper establishes a taxonomy of image-text relationships that re¯ects the ways that
images and text interact. It is applicable to all subject areas and document types. The taxonomy
was developed to answer the research question: how does an illustration relate to the text with
which it is associated, or, what are the functions of illustration? Developed in a two-stage process ±
®rst, analysis of relevant research in children’s literature, dictionary development, education,
journalism, and library and information design and, second, subsequent application of the ®rst
version of the taxonomy to 954 image-text pairs in 45 Web pages (pages with educational content
for children, online newspapers, and retail business pages) ± the taxonomy identi®es 49
relationships and groups them in three categories according to the closeness of the conceptual
relationship between image and text. The paper uses qualitative content analysis to illustrate use of
the taxonomy to analyze four image-text pairs in government publications and discusses the
implications of the research for information retrieval and document design.

Documents are complex tools created to communicate messages to readers.
Among the elements used in developing documents are prose, images, font
types, color, and spatial relationships. The message is a wedding of these
components, and the interplay among all elements is a critical concern to people
who need to convey information effectively. This paper focuses on an
increasingly important aspect of this problem ± the relationships between text
and images. In writing about the design of Web sites, where images are widely
used in conjunction with prose, Karen A. Schriver (1997, pp. 406-7) says:

We have almost no knowledge about how best to structure the relationships between words
and pictures on the Web . . . too much time in document design circles is being spent arguing
over the details of HTML code . . . It’s the interplay of prose and graphics that ought to
concern us.

The paper creates a taxonomy of relationships between images and text that
can be used for analyzing the way that images and text interact. It is applicable
to all subject areas and all types of documents. Writers and illustrators can use
it as a tool as they create documents, and researchers can analyze the
relationships between image and prose to identify and predict the effects of
combinations once documents have been published. The taxonomy was
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through] direct semantic overlap . . . [to] indirect or partial correspondence to
divergent or con¯icting text-picture relationsº. His approach, like Kress and
van Leeuwen’s (1998), provides another way of looking at the functions
using a principle of semantic relationship. Hodnett’s (1988) survey of book
illustration, however, identi®es three functional designations: to decorate, to
inform, and to interpret, that most closely parallel the three used in the
taxonomy.

Examples illustrating application of the taxonomy
The following examples from US government publications demonstrate use of
the taxonomy to identify functional relationships between an image and
relevant text. These examples are not from the stage 2 analysis but have been
selected to show the analytical approach and provide more evidence of a range
of functions[3]. US government publications were selected as sources because
of the publication variety (in subjects, audiences, and formats) and because
they are not usually copyrighted so illustrations from them can be reproduced
without permission. Two of the publications are reproduced in entirety on the
Web and in print, whereas the others appear only on the Web. The analytical
approach used is qualitative content analysis, described in the methodology
section.

Examples A and B: war crimes
Figure 1 appears twice in the Web site for the US Rewards for Justice
program, sponsored by the US Department of State. Examples A and B refer
to its use on the War Crimes page and on the Rwandan Genocide page
respectively. These examples show that the same image’s functions can
change in relation to different text segments. By clicking on ªWar Crimes in
Rwandaº (the hypertext link noted in the text below), the user is connected
to a set of options, one of which is Rwandan Genocide (see the second text
segment).

Figure 1.
Rwandan war crimes
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War Crimes [page title]
The links to the left and below will take you to pages covering various international war
crime incidents where crimes have been committed against humanity.
[heading for war crimes in another country]
War Crimes in Rwanda [link] (US Rewards for Justice, n.d,a).

On the Rwandan Genocide page the photograph is the only illustration for the
second text segment noted below:

Rwandan Genocide [page title]
In, 1994, during a 100-day period approximately 800,000 Rwandan Tutsis and moderate
Hutus were brutally murdered in the Rwandan genocide (US Rewards for Justice, n.d,b).

In the photograph, the orderly pile of bones, sorted by type and stacked, is
disturbing. In both examples, it evokes an emotional response from the user
(A2 Elicit emotion). Coupled with the image of a Rwandan man wearing a
medical mask to avoid contamination, it also concretizes the notion of ªwar
crimes in Rwandaº (on the War Crimes page) and ªRwandan genocideº (the
second page) by showing the outcome of those crimes in terms of the victims
(B1.1 Concretize). In example B, the text segment is longer and, among other
content, describes the war crime of genocide of the Tutsis and Hutus,
specifying both the length of the massacre and the numbers killed. The picture
relates directly to that description showing the outcome of the massacre and
indicating the number of people killed by the piles of bones and skulls. The
image and text complement each other to convey the horror of the actions (B5.2
Complement). In example B as well, the image intensi®es the description, thus
giving a sense of importance to the described event (C1.1 Emphasize).

Example C: radio waves
Figure 2 reproduces an illustration from a chapter on radio waves for grades
8-12 in a teacher’s guide from the National Aeronautics and Space Agency. The
text segment related to this illustration is:

The frequency of each of these waves is what determines whether or not it is absorbed or able
to pass through the atmosphere. Low-frequency waves do not travel very far through the
atmosphere and are absorbed rather quickly. Higher frequency waves are able to pass
through the ionosphere and escape into space while the low frequency waves re¯ect off the
ionosphere and essentially ªskipº around the earth. The diagram below will help illustrate
this (US National Aeronautics and Space Agency, 2003, p. 33).

This illustration is a complex image that, among other things, puts the three
types of radio waves into perspective, focusing on their physical properties but
relating them to more concrete, familiar objects in space, e.g. the satellite for the
ionosphere, and to the earth itself. Careful reading of the text and matching its
components to elements within the image shows that the image is very closely
related to the text, so many of its coded functions fall within the B column in
Table II. It translates the written form into a visual form fairly directly (B1.7
Translate). In the process it allows the reader to see the waves in their true
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relations and thus induces perspective (B2.4 Induce perspective). It relates the
waves by explicitly comparing them (B3.1 Compare) and thus makes the text
more intelligible but still follows the text segment very closely. The image also
shows a relationship that extends beyond the text (see column C). In showing
the waves in relation to the earth and to the different ¯ying objects, the image
models the waves and their properties (C3.2.2 Model a physical process)
helping the reader to see waves that are not themselves directly observable.

Example D: highway accident
Figure 3 diagrams an accident occurring between a van and a semi trailer truck
and is part of the documentation produced by the National Transportation
Safety Board in its subsequent investigation. The ®gure, labeled ªAccident
diagramº is referred to in the text segment, entitled ªDescription of the
Accidentº:

A witness behind the van stated that the van’s driver drove into the opposing lane of State
Route 180 traf®c at about 55 mph to pass two cars. (See ®gure 1.) The truckdriver stated that
he saw the van’s headlights through the fog traveling toward him in his lane. He said he
braked, skidded, and jackknifed into the opposing lane. The van struck the right side of the
tractor. Eleven of the 12 van occupants were killed. The right-rear van passenger sustained
serious injuries, and the truckdriver sustained minor injuries (US National Transportation
Safety Board, 2002, p. 1).

This diagram is an abstract model of the physical actions involved in the
collision; it shows both vehicles’ positions pre-clash and at impact (see labels
within the ®gure) (C3.2.2). The arrows show the movement of each vehicle and
the paths each took immediately prior to the collision. In the case of the truck,
the image conveys one impact of the collision on the vehicle (jackkni®ng). The
diagram allows the user to contrast the paths of the two vehicles (B3.2

Figure 2.
Radio waves
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Contrast) and concentrates elements in the description, focusing on the most
critical information (B4.1 Concentrate). The image omits some elements central
to the event, however. It does not portray fog, for example, passing cars as a
rationale for the van’s being in the wrong lane, and the consequences of the
accident on the passengers and drivers. The diagram does not attempt to
convey motivations of the drivers, weather, road conditions, and consequences
of the accident. As a result, the diagram directs the reader’s attention to certain
details, thus regulating his attention (A3 Control) and in¯uencing and
developing his perspective on the accident (B2.4 Induce perspective).

Example E: congressional district map
Figure 4 appears in the Web site for the National Atlas, produced by the US
Department of the Interior. It is one of three illustrations on a page indicating
three map product lines available for printing at this Web site. Supporting text
for this ®gure is as follows:

Congressional Districts ± 108th Congress.
The National Atlas prepared simple maps of each and every District of the 108th Congress
expressly for use on the World Wide Web. These maps include the latest District boundaries
that resulted from the 2000 decennial census . . . Each map illustrates the District boundary
and includes roads, streams, and cities for easy reference. Our free Congressional District
maps are provided in two formats; one that’s ideal for viewing on screen and another for
generating high quality color prints (US Department of the Interior, National Atlas.gov, n.d.).

This map of the ®rst congressional district in New Mexico engages the reader
and directs his attention to the product line (A3.1 Engage), not to the district
itself. It constitutes a sample (B1.1.1 Sample) of the congressional district maps
described in the text. No reference is made in the text to the speci®c district; the

Figure 3.
Highway accident
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text refers instead to the product line’s characteristics, objectives, and content,
clearly shown in the sample. Because the map is not an ªidealº map, it is not
coded as exemplifying a congressional district map (B1.6 Exemplify).

Example F: Dewie the turtle
Figure 5 reproduces the only illustration at a quiz on computer security and
Internet privacy for children at the US Federal Trade Commission’s (n.d.) (FTC)
Web site. The supporting text for the illustration is minimal: ªAre you a safe
cyber surfer?º

Figure 5 is an example of personi®cation. In Dewie the turtle, which appears
in other poses at this site, the FTC creates a character that attracts children
(A3.1 Engage). Dewie helps the agency to personify its message (B1.2
Humanize) to sensitize children to concerns about Internet privacy and
security. By showing Dewie sur®ng on the ocean, the ®gure uses a parallel
action in a different context to relate the idea of sur®ng on the Internet (B3.3
Parallel).

Example G: Timeline: Ames wind tunnel
The photograph (Figure 6) of an airplane in a wind tunnel is one of eight
photographs illustrating a timeline showing accomplishments in aeronautics in
the 1940s sponsored or participated in by the US National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (n.d.). The complete timeline is extensive (ten pages and
53 illustrations) and covers 1915 through 2003. It is divided, for more recent
years, into decades. The following text accompanies this picture:

Figure 4.
Congressional district
map
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The First Century of Flight: NACA/NASA Contribution to Aeronautics (at top of page).

1940 (along the margin of the page to indicate the division by decades)

1944 ± Ames 40 £ 80 full-scale wind tunnel became operational. It allowed whole aircraft to

be wind-tunnel-tested, as compared to models at low ¯ight speeds, and expanded testing

capabilities to larger and faster aircraft.

In this timeline, a photograph or drawing that portrays the accomplishment

accompanies each date. The timeline itself (with all dates and photographs)

locates each speci®c accomplishment in time (B2.3 Locate). In the Ames wind

tunnel example shown in Figure 6, scale, which is emphasized in the text, is

dif®cult to show in the photograph,which shows a real, entire, large airplane in

a wind tunnel (see the evidence of the building’s structure at the top of the

Figure 5.
Dewie the turtle

Figure 6.
Timeline: Ames wind

tunnel
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photograph). As a result, the two modes of presentation (text and photograph)
complement each other to convey the nature of the accomplishment (B5.2
Complement). The photograph also attracts the reader’s attention (A3.1
Engage) and changes pace in the timeline, moving the reader from one
accomplishment to another (A1.1 Change pace).

This set of examples has illustrated 17 different functions (sometimes more
than once), most of which are closely related to the text (Table II, column B). In
three instances, the images went beyond the text to emphasize or model a
physical process. The functions, with references to examples in parentheses, are:

² A Functions expressing little relation to text.

² A1.1 Change pace (example G).

² A2 Elicit emotion (A, B).

² A3 Control (D).

² A3.1 Engage (E, F, G).

² B Functions closely related to the text.

² B1.1 Concretize (A, B).

² B1.1.1 Sample (E).

² B1.2 Humanize (F).

² B1.7 Translate (C).

² B2.3 Locate (G).

² B2.4 Induce perspective (C, D).

² B3.1 Compare (C).

² B3.2 Contrast (D).

² B3.3 Parallel (F).

² B4.1 Concentrate (D).

² B5.2 Complement (B, G).

² C Functions that go beyond the text.

² C1.1 Emphasize (B).

² C3.2.2 Model physical process (C, D).

Implications for design and retrieval
That no commonly accepted method exists for describing relationships
between images and text is striking, especially considering the length of time
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interest has existed and the range of disciplines involved in their study.
A. Kibedi Varga (1989, pp. 31-2) sums up the problem, ªFacing the tremendous
variety of phenomena which belong to word-and-image research, one would
like to ®nd some very general categories or headings which would allow a clear
and comprehensive classi®cation of all these phenomenaº. The taxonomy in
this paper is a step toward such a classi®cation. The three main headings for
the 49 relationship types described by this study introduce a degree of order to
a topic that is addressed often but speci®ed infrequently.

Many applications can be developed quickly and with little effort using this
conceptual system. The ®rst opportunities arise from the beginning of the
creative process for illustrated documents, both in print and electronic form.
For writers concerned more with the text end of the image-text relationship,
recognizing that images can ful®ll several functions in various combinations
provides them with conceptual support during the creative process. In addition,
the taxonomy allows them to communicate successfully with artists
commissioned to illustrate their works. On the other side of this equation
stands the illustrator who can use the taxonomy to question clients about their
texts. In sum, this image function taxonomy offers new ways to understand
and combine images with text both for writers and illustrators.

Another application of the taxonomy is in the development of Web-based
electronic documents. During the design process, Web designers create
mockups of page layouts to test their appearance and functionality. These
diagrams are intended to give a high-level perspective of a given page’s form,
not actual content, hence their common designation as ªwireframesº (Rosenfeld
and Morville, 2002). Wireframes contain no content ± only placeholders to
show the eventual location of document elements such as headlines, graphics,
captions, and navigational and search aids. Designers draw, test, and revise
these models throughout the design process to communicate effectively with
clients. Placeholders indicating the existence of functional relationships can
enrich Web document wireframes containing graphics and linked text. These
indicators would not contain any speci®c relationship types, given the lack of
actual content, instead only labels from the taxonomy at a generic level (for
example, a wireframe can specify that an image-text pair placed in the center of
a given home page should always share a close, type B relationship). Once a
Web page is ready for actual content and html coding, image functions for
particular text strings can be included as metadata tags, similar to those
proposed by the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (2003).

More traditional information storage and retrieval methodologies can also
bene®t from the taxonomy. For example, a hypertext version of the functions
displayed in classi®ed order can be linked to a database of image-text pairs.
Such a design can be the architecture for an integrated system whereby users
can access examples of image-text pairs with speci®c relationship functions,
either by browsing through the hierarchy and clicking terms, or actual retrieval
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